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Resident Digital Survey

Overview

Southern Housing Group started 
to explore new ways of involving 

residents digitally during COVID19

Approach

Southern Housing Group has said 
“We know that information and 

communication are very important 
to residents. We feel this is the 
right time for us to explore with 

residents how else we can support 
you finding out the information you 

are looking for online.”

Impact

Sharing this digital insight across 
various teams has enabled 

development of:

• Digital support project via 
Community Investment

• Communications Team have 
used insight for their 

communications 



How the project links to the Corporate Plan

We do the right thing – 901 residents were invited to take part in an online 
survey, 118 participated giving a total of 11 hours and 30 minutes.

We work together – Working together with the project lead the scope 
of the project was set out, survey questions were devised and the 
parameter for responses including timescales were agreed.  The project 
report was shared with project lead

We get things done – There were 8 recommendations which 
were shared with other colleagues within Community Investment, 
Resident Involvement and Communications Teams.  



Business Impact / Outcomes  

Did you achieve your objective?

This project gave us greater 
understanding of our residents 

needs when using digital media.   

What has improved for 
residents?

Using the insight the Resident 
Involvement Team developed 

guides to support residents joining 
online meetings.  

What are you doing differently 
as a result of this resident 

involvement activity? 

This project has enabled the 
Resident Involvement Team to 
understand how best to involve 

residents going forward including 
digital and non digital 

opportunities.



Insight 

Insight from this report was used to develop a business case for the 
introduction of an engagement platform that allowed residents to be 
involved in different ways and at a time suitable to them.

Insight has also been shared with the IT project team to help them develop 
and promote the resident online account and to consider:

• What resident wanted to achieve when moving to online accounts
• How the Group will support non digital residents.


